M1X Striker

The M1X Striker is a dual-switch tactical LED flashlight featuring a high intensity output with a compact form factor. The M1X Striker features 5 brightness levels ranging from 0.5 lumen to 1000 lumen plus a strobe mode. The light is powered by 2 x CR123A batteries or a 1 x 18650 battery. With a strike bezel and a dual-switch for tactical application, the M1X Striker is an ideal flashlight for self-defense and every day carry.

FEATURES

• Cree XM-L2 CW LED
• Responsive tailswitch for momentary or constant on.
• Low battery indicator.
• Front switch changes mode of operation, brightness levels.
• Narrow 1" diameter perfect for pocket or discreet carry, and for weapons mounting.
• Stainless steel striker bezel for self defense.

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES

• Lanyard
• Pouch
• User Manual
• MCC Magnetic Charging Cable
• RCR123A battery (2 required) or 18650 battery (1 required).
• Universal magnetic charger.

GENERAL DATA

Light Form: Bright hotspot with flood.
Light Intensity (candela) 9000
Max. Performance (lumens) 1000
Beam Distance 190 m / 623 ft

LIGHTING LEVELS

Level 1 1000 lumens (~550) - 2 h, 35 min.
Level 2 350 lumens - 4 h 40 min.
Level 3 60 lumens - 12 h.
Level 4 10 lumens - 60 h.
Level 5 .5 lumens - 360 h.
Strobe Yes

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Compatible Batteries: 2x CR123A or 1x 18650 (rechargeable or non-rechargeable batteries)
Led: Cree XM-L2 CW LED
Waterproof: IPX8 - 2m
Weight: 2.82oz / 80g (excluding batteries)
Length x Body Diameter: 5.35 in. x 0.98 in / 136 mm x 25 mm
Packaging: Plastic
Package Contents: M1X flashlight, lanyard, user manual, Spare O-rings.

WARRANTY

5 year warranty
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